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We are the Toyota Engine Pros, we understand your Toyota more than anyone. Our low mileage
Toyota Engines imported from Japan ensures excellent quality. Now you can buy tested and
low mileage Toyota Engines at wholesale prices from us. Our Used Toyota Engines bring more
value for money. We are very passionate about what we do. We put our heart and soul into our
testing procedure. We do what we do the best! Apart from this we also Remanufacture Toyota
1GR 4. We want each and every customer to be satisfied that is the reason why " Quality is our
commitment " Knowledge is every thing. Our Remanufactured Toyota Motors are very
affordable and cost close to a Used Engine so it gives good value for money! We also sell Tune
Up parts at discounted prices for all Toyota Engines to save your time. S states, to Canada and
the Caribbean. Please see approx arrival times on our " Shipping" page. Our Toyota Engines are
very affordable and all our sold with 6 months limited warranty. Hurry and call us to book your
order today! Follow Us on:. Year: Toyota 4Runner. Toyota Avalon. Toyota Camry. Toyota Celica.
Toyota Corolla. Toyota Cressida. Toyota Echo. Toyota FJ Cruiser. Toyota Highlander. Toyota
Land Cruiser. Toyota Matrix. Toyota MR2. Toyota MR2 Spyder. Toyota Paseo. Toyota Pickup.
Toyota Previa. Toyota Prius. Toyota Rav4. Toyota Sequoia. Toyota Sienna. Toyota Solara.
Toyota Supra. Toyota T Toyota Tacoma. Toyota Tercel. Toyota Tundra. View more. Lexus ES
Lexus GS Lexus GSh. Lexus GX Lexus IS Lexus LS Lexus LX Lexus RX Lexus RXh. Lexus SC
Scion TC. Scion XA. Scion XB. Scion XD. We know that we can grow only by selling good
Toyota Motors. Toyota 2AZ FE non-hybrid engine. The cylinder block is honed and bored. The
cylinder head is resurfaced and pressure tested. Block is honed and bored, the cylinder head is
resurfaced. Toyota 2AZ FE 2. Vin identification: Vin D, 5th digit. Vin Identification for Hybrid: Vin
W, 5th digit. Remanufactured Engines. More videos. All Rights Reserved. Tel: First Previous
Next Last. View All. Engine Size. However, those looking for more passenger space and who
don't require much in the way of off-road capability may want to consider a car-based crossover
SUV instead. Just over a quarter of a century ago, Toyota introduced the 4Runner. Back then,
the term SUV referred to a truck-based vehicle designed to negotiate rugged trails and rocky
peaks without breaking a sweat. These were the rigs of choice for campers, mountain bikers
and skiers, not soccer moms or city slickers looking to make an image statement. Interestingly,
the redesigned Toyota 4Runner stays true to these mountain-goat roots, courting real outdoor
enthusiasts while leaving Toyota's various crossover and luxury utes to cater to the
tenderfoots. The new 4Runner is based on the same platform used for the rugged FJ Cruiser,
and it's taller, wider and longer than the previous model. Like all 4Runners, this one has a
no-nonsense solid rear axle for superior off-road performance. One trick new feature this year is
the available Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System KDSS , which can disconnect the front and
rear stabilizer bars at speeds below 40 mph for greater wheel articulation over tough terrain. On
the outside, the 4Runner has an edgy new look, with a blocky front grille and pronounced
fender flares. Under the hood, the base engine is now a four-cylinder, marking the first time the
4Runner has offered one since We're not quite sure why Toyota bothered, as the inline-4 is only
available on the base two-wheel-drive model, comes with an old-school four-speed automatic
transmission, produces a lackluster horsepower and gets basically the same fuel economy as
the 4. The vast majority of 4Runner buyers, we suspect, will want the V6, which has been
tweaked to produce hp up 34 hp and pound-feet of torque up 12 lb-ft while remaining just as
fuel-efficient as last year. However, the previous 4Runner's optional V8 is no longer offered, so
those in search of maximum towing capabilities or simply the smooth power of a V8 will have to
look elsewhere. Because of its focus on off-road adventure, the Toyota 4Runner can't quite
match the real-world functionality of modern crossovers such as Toyota's own Highlander, the
GMC Acadia or the Hyundai Veracruz. It comes surprisingly close, though, offering a healthy 90
cubic feet of cargo space and an available third-row seat. Overall, Toyota has managed to
maintain the 4Runner's strong off-road enthusiast appeal while making it a more practical daily
driver. If you're looking for a vehicle that can do just about anything, this is one you won't want
to miss. The 4Runner's forerunners would be proud. The four-wheel-drive or V6-equipped
version adds color-keyed fender flares and rocker panels, heated sideview mirrors with turn
indicators and puddle lights, chrome roof rails and grille and a tow hitch receiver. Upgrading to
the Trail available only with 4WD and the V6 adds a hood scoop, a locking rear differential,
Crawl Control which automatically modulates throttle and brakes when ascending or
descending hills , off-road-oriented tires, smoked head- and taillights, a back-up camera that
displays in the rearview mirror, upgraded gauges, steering-wheel-mounted audio controls,
water-resistant upholstery, power front seats, a sliding rear cargo deck and an upgraded audio
system with satellite radio, a USB port with iPod connectivity and Bluetooth phone and audio
functions. The upscale Limited trim level adds inch alloy wheels, Toyota's X-REAS adaptive
suspension dampers, keyless entry and ignition, automatic headlights, dual-zone automatic
climate control, an upgraded audio system with a six-CD changer and 15 speakers, a

leather-wrapped steering wheel, leather upholstery, heated front seats and driver power lumbar
support. Many of the Trail and Limited features are available as options for the SR5 model,
though specifics will vary based on the region you live in. Other option highlights depending on
trim include a sunroof, a voice-activated navigation system and a third-row seat. The Toyota
4Runner comes with either a four-cylinder engine or a V6, depending on trim level. The 2WD
SR5 comes with a 2. All other models receive a 4. A four-speed automatic is paired with the
inline-4, while a five-speed automatic is fitted to the V6. The SR5 and Limited can be had in
either rear-wheel or four-wheel drive part-time system on SR5, full-time system on the Limited ,
while the Trail comes only with part-time 4WD. Towing capacity for V6 models is 5, pounds
when properly equipped. EPA fuel economy estimates are remarkably similar whether the
vehicle is powered by a four or a V6. All Toyota 4Runners come equipped with antilock disc
brakes with brake assist , stability control, traction control, active front head restraints, front
knee airbags, front-seat side airbags and full-length roll-sensing side curtain airbags. If you
choose the V6, power is satisfactory. You can forget about the four-cylinder engine, though,
which for some reason makes 30 less horsepower than the similar Highlander engine, despite
the 4Runner's added weight -- and employs an outdated four-speed automatic instead of the
Highlander's six-speed, resulting in a negligible fuel economy advantage over the V6. Despite
being based on a traditional truck platform, the Toyota 4Runner boasts a smooth and controlled
ride. More impressive, of course, is the 4Runner's off-road ability. In testing, we've found that
the combination of the 4Runner's 9. The Toyota 4Runner is roomier than it was before, and it
offers spacious seating for five passengers, with the ability to seat two additional passengers in
the optional third-row seats. The third-row seating is somewhat cramped, however, making it
suitable for children or short adults only. Maximum cargo capacity is a useful 90 cubic feet. The
optional sliding rear cargo deck takes up a little bit more space but can conveniently support up
to pounds. On the whole, the 4Runner's interior is handsomely designed, though materials
quality has dipped from the previous generation's luxurious level. Still, it's a nice place to spend
time, and the Limited's cabin offers many of the accommodations you'd expect in a Lexus. The
various dials and switches are intuitive and well placed, while the voice-activated navigation
and Bluetooth phone operation increase safety and reduce stress. New for this year is an "ECO"
meter that lets you know whether you're driving in a fuel-efficient manner via a needle that
moves into either the green good or red bad zone. But that definition only holds true for the
four-wheel-drive models with the accompanying off-road equipment. What about the
two-wheel-drive models? Our rear-drive Toyota 4Runner SR5 test vehicle has the rugged look of
its adventurous brethren, but lacks the off-road capabilities. In this form, it has to compete
against a host of car-based crossovers that are more adept at city driving than the 4Runner.
And that's where its shortcomings become obvious. In this class, even Toyota's own Highlander
seems a better choice, with better road manners and more interior space. It seems the only
direct competitors with truck underpinnings come in the form of the Ford Explorer , Jeep Grand
Cherokee and Nissan Pathfinder. Similarly equipped, these traditional body-on-frame SUVs are
also outdone by the aforementioned crossovers. Buyers who are loyal to the 4Runner name
benefit from the SUV's redesign. New, aggressive sheet metal and an updated interior represent
the most immediate rewards. However, the 's V6 engine does make a bit more horsepower with
better fuel economy to boot, though torque drops 28 pound-feet to Still, all things considered,
we would steer anyone considering a non-off-roading 4Runner toward a more road-friendly
crossover. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Toyota 4Runner. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Toyota lease specials Check out Toyota 4Runner lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Cramped third-row accommodations, no V8 option, weak and inefficient base four-cylinder.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The Toyota 4Runner has been redesigned for , bringing greater on-road refinement
without giving up any of its traditional off-road prowess. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. Have miles and so far and is exceeding my expectations on MPG and comfort. Just got

back from a mile trip and the reclining back seats were a big hit! The lack of freeway noise and
great ride and seats make it an excellent long distance cruiser. Easy to avg 20 MPG overall.
Exceeding 75 mph gets the MPG to drop slightly below 20 mpg. Also nice to use only regular
gas as compared to mid-grade or premium in my Tacoma and Lexus. Read less. Are we driving
same vehicle. Read all of the reviews and I question if we are driving the same vehicle. Am very
happy with the performance. Did not buy a sports car but an SUV. The interior finish is great. All
fits well, and the ergonomics are excellent. Have a hard time being comfortable in certain cars,
but am very comfortable in this one. Outside finish is flawless. I like the design, but hey, some
don't guess we won't all be riding 4 runners. Will comment of fuel economy at a later date, but
am happy to this point. Hood does not rattle at high speeds, doors are not flimsy, horn sounds
ok it alerts people what more do you want. My wife had not seen the vehicle before purchase,
her reaction was "awesome. It never once stranded me. Someone hit me and totaled it. I bought
a new Toyota 4runner. In the last six months it has stranded me twice and I have had 4 major
repairs. The throttle body was first, then the brake switch. Next was the blue tooth system and
last night the entire windshield cracked in half stress fracture, not a rock. I just can't trust this
car. It is a lemon and Toyota doesn't care. It is also very hard to see out of the back windows.
The body is wider than it needs to be. My m
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ileage is 20 mpg, which is fine. Comfort is good for sitting on the side of the road waiting. New
4runners, NOT as good as the last, v6 weak.. I have had the last few 4runners now, the Limited ,
then the amazing V8 Limited. I love the cars, performance and Toyota quality. I really didnt want
to trade in my but I hit K so figured I would check them out, not too crazy about the new style
but it is okay and thought the new higher HP V6 might be okay at HP, however it is NOT, it is
WAY underpowered for this size vehicle. It also doesn't have the same solid feel that my
previous 4runners always had that other's never had. Makes me wonder if they really changed
some things here See all reviews of the Used Toyota 4Runner. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 21
reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 4Runner. Sign Up.

